WORLD STATISTICS DAY CELEBRATION in ICAO

PROGRAMME

Fully supportive of the World Statistics Day celebration The ICAO’s Statistics Section, together with all other ICAO Bureaux that are part of the ICAO data family are planning to celebrate WSD by the means of:

- A dedicated official ICAO WSD website (www.icao.int/statistics/wsd),

- A written address by ICAO Secretary General celebrating World Statistics Day and encouraging ongoing aviation statistical development

-A video presenting all the data available in ICAO related to aviation statistics

-Demonstration of the ICAO Data Centre (prototype of the new ICAO statistics website to be launched in the coming weeks), which contains millions of data and enables users to build and customize their own statistical tables. This new site will enable the dissemination of ICAO data; through a single online platform where users will be able to access all the ICAO statistical databases. It will allow the user to build and combine tables to obtain graphs showing trends developments and interrelations between various indicators.

- A special ICAO WSD publication covering a digest on 2009 air traffic statistics

- An article in the ICAO Journal on the importance and availability of statistical evidence for supporting policy and decisions in the aviation sector.

-A QUIZ on air traffic statistics with numerous prizes

- A "World Statistics Day " forum will be held on the 20th October from 3 PM to 5.30 PM in the ICAO Headquarters, with livestream presentations by providers and users of air transport statistics, followed by a reception